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is to reach $1 trillion in the 2040s
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● Sustained public-sector interest:

Creation of the Space Command

Leasing of government facilities and services (e.g.

launching infrastructure)

Partnering on space traffic control and orbital debris

management

Investment into commercial space stations

Exciting Times for the Space Sector
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●

●

5% of the space economy is in the “space-for-

space” applications, which is at a key turning

point

Private companies are flying people and

equipment to space sustainably and at scale
SpaceX, Blue Orign, Virgin Galactic → Reusable rockets

Exciting Times for the Space Sector



● The space-for-space economy articulates a o nd

people/companies accessing space for their own

interests, creating demands in

Manufacturing

Habitats

Resources

Transportation, etc.

Exciting Times for the Space Sector



The Time is Right for Florida Universities

● Space-for-Earth: better cater to a growing economy

High demand for graduates

Consistent funding stream for research

● Space-for-Space: pioneer and establish leadership

New educational demands

Development of cutting-edge research fields that can be

dominated



What are Current Challenges?
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What are Current Opportunities?
● Diversification of:

–

–

– The role of Florida in the space sector

The role of universities in supporting the space
sector

The workforce needed
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strongest space driver in the region
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● Intellectual content for the US space program

– Faculty at Florida universities become Principal
Investigators in NASA space missions

● Becoming a space technology development “engine”

The Role of Florida in the Space Sector
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Provide next generation hardware services to the local
industry
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● Present: Managers, investment bankers,
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● Past: Engineers, technicians, scientists

● Present: Managers, investment bankers,
accountants

● Future: Mining, construction, tourism, pharmacy

Diverse workforce to represent our society
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● New educational challenges

–

– Professional certificates in space electronics, space
resources, space photonics, space business

New Master degrees in Space Studies (can include
electives, such as space pharmacy)

● Following IDEA best practices

The Workforce Needed by the Space Sector



The University of Central Florida
● The University of Central Florida is a thriving preeminent research university located

in metropolitan Orlando:

70,060 enrollments in 2021

24% are first generation students

49.1% minorities

Hispanic serving institution: 27.8% undergraduates enrollments

31 research doctorates, 3 professional doctorates

● As a research institution:

UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger’s, as well as

one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by Forbes. #16 (out of 1500) for most-Innovative

universities. #50 in Undergraduate Research/Creative projects (out of 1500).

Carnegie ranking: research University with Very High research activity



The University of Central Florida
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In 2015, UCF launched the new collective strategic plan fo the next 20 years
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In 2021, President Cartwright launched the Strategic Investment Program (SIP)



UCF’s Strategic Investment Plan



UCF as a Space University



The Florida Space Institute

●

●

Mission: Catalyze space research, commercialization,
and education both at the university and state level

Timeline:

–

– Established in 1996 on the Space Coast, part of the State
University System of Florida

2012: FSI moved to the UCF campus and operates there as
a soft-money institute under the Office of Research



● People:

–

–

– 25 soft-money researchers

Over 20 affiliated faculty

2 postdocs

–

–

– 4 graduate students

Over 30 undergraduate

students

5 admin (!)

The Florida Space Institute



● Highlights:

– One space mission: GOLD for NASA Heliophysics

– Three laboratories for planetary surface and in-situ
resource utilization (ISRU)

The Florida Space Institute
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●

Mission: Catalyze space research, commerc alization,
and education both at the university and state level

Strategic position to initiate and coordinate inter-
disciplinary, inter-departmental, and inter-university
efforts towards supporting the future of Florida in the
space sector

– Creation of a space hardware development and testing
laboratory

– Initiation of new educational eff rts to suppor he new needs
of the sector

The Florida Space Institute



Thanks for your attention

Happy to take questions

Julie Brisset

Interim Director, Florida Space Institute

julie.brisset@ucf.edu
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